CIT Leaders Andrea Norris and Jothi Dugar Recognized in 2020 FedHealthIT100

Friday, November 22, 2019

On Nov. 8, FedHealthIT recognized 100 government and industry leaders for their innovation and significant contributions to federal health IT.

CIT Director and NIH Chief Information Officer Andrea Norris and CIT Chief Information Security Officer Jothi Dugar are among the 2020 FedHealthIT100 honorees nominated by their peers and recognized for driving change and advancement in the federal health information technology community.

In addition to Norris and Dugar, other NIH leaders honored include Jeff Shilling, chief information officer and chief of information technology of the National Cancer Institute, and Alastair Thomson, chief information officer of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.

A complete list of the 2020 awardees can be found on the FedHealthIT website.